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Abstract The new design of multilevel feedback queue (MLFQ) will depend on the usage of a new technique in computing
the quantum in order to produce Auto Detect Quantum (ADQ) which is relied on the burst of each process that has been
enrolled to the system. By summating the burst time of each process that has arrived and dividing it by the number of available
processes, we can obtain the dynamic quantum in each level of scheduling. The processes are scheduled and shifted down
from queue to other one according to their remaining bursts time that should be updated periodically. Every queue has a
unique auto detected quantum which is gradually increased or decreased from top level to bottom level queues according to
the case of arriving processes. Depending on the results of graphical simulating algorithm on case studies, we can discover
that a dynamic quantum is very suitable to accommodate low priority processes that still for a long duration to complete their
requests, i.e. avoid the starvation of CPU bounded processes. Although, it is still compatible with high priority processes
(I/O-Bounded) to provide a fair interactivity with them. In comparison to traditional MLFQ, the performance of the new
scheduling technique is better and practical according to the applied results. Additionally, we developed suitable software to
simulate the new design and test it on different cases to verify and validate it.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we propose a new design of multilevel feedback queue technique and propose suitable implementation
for it. The new design of multilevel feedback queue will depend on the usage of a new technique in computing
the quantum in order to produce Auto Detect Quantum which is relied on the burst of each process that has been
enrolled to the system. By adding the burst of each process that has arrived for processing and dividing it by the
number of available processes, we can obtain the quantum dynamically in each level of scheduling, i.e. depending
on previous and posterior knowledge of process length. In this design, processes are scheduled and shifted down
from queue to queue according to their remaining bursts time that should be updated periodically. Every queue has
a unique auto detected time quantum that gradually increases or decreases from top level to bottom level queues
according to the case of arriving processes. In addition, the processes do not come with any priority, so the arrival
time will decide which process is enrolled first to the system and is given the dynamic quantum periodically, i.e.
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the (Round-Robin) procedure will distribute the dynamic quantum among them fairly. If the processes have the
same arrival times, they will be ordered ascending or descending according to the lengths of the processes.

The main purposes of applying a dynamic quantum instead of a static quantum are to accommodate low priority
jobs that still for a long duration to complete their request and to maximize the resource utilization, i.e. avoid the
starvation of CPU-bounded processes.

The new MLFQ will be more efficient in dealing with low priority process (CPU-Bounded) and compatible with
high priority process (I/O-Bounded), i.e. it solves the problems of good response time but large turnaround time.
So the proposed MLFQ scheduling algorithm works better compared to the traditional MLFQ.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents how the traditional MLFQ works. In Section 3,
a graphical representation algorithm of the new MLFQ is presented. The simulation of the MLFQ scheduling
algorithm using dynamic quantum as well as static quantum is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. MLFQ: How it works?

In MLFQ, jobs are scheduled according to their remaining CPU burst and they are shifted down from queue to
queue as they have some remaining CPU burst, as we see in Fig. 1 [4]. Each queue has a static time quantum that
progressively increases from higher level queue to lower level queue. When a process is enrolled to the system,
it is placed at the highest priority. If a process consumes an entire time quantum while running, its priority is
reduced and moved down one queue. The process will be done if it consumes all burst time during an entire time
quantum as we see in Fig. 1. So, the CPU-bounded processes are descended from upper queues to lower queues
progressively for getting completed. As a result, lower priority queue is crowded with CPU-bounded processes,
i.e. these processes will suffer from a starvation for a long time. The basic MLFQ model has several advantages in
scheduling and the algorithm is simple and easy to verify and understand [1].

Figure 1. MLFQ-Model

3. Graphical representation algorithm

In the proposed algorithm, four major functions are implemented in each layer of the new multilevel feedback
queue. Those functions insert new processes one by one in each queue checking the arrival time of the new
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processes, compute dynamic quantum for each new level and calculate the waiting time for each process that
has been enrolled in queue.

This new design describes the mechanism of how processes are scheduled from high level queue to the low level
queues. The proposed mechanism will be clear after producing the results and Gantt chart.

The pseudo code of new MLFQ Scheduling Algorithm is:

1. Start of program
• For the first queue (high priority process), we have the following:

2. Set initial quantum to one /Q=1/
3. Start insertion of processes
4. Check every 1 ms for new processes
5. If the system has a new one process at this time then /different arrival time/
6. Update the first dynamic quantum /new quantum = burst of first process/
7. Else /same arrival time/
8. Update the first dynamic quantum /new quantum = summation the bursts of arriving processes at same time/
9. Set out scheduling in Round-Robin with auto dynamic quantum: New burst = burst (pi) - Q /Calculate new

burst/
10. Compute (Response time, Waiting time, Turnaround time) for each process in level 1
11. If new burst = 0 then the process will be done
12. Else, process will move to the second level
• For the second queue, we have the following:

13. Sum = 0 /initialize value of burst summation buffer in each new level/
14. For i=1 to n do /n = # of processes/
15. Sum = sum + burst (pi)
16. Update the second dynamic quantum /new quantum = dividing the summation of remaining bursts by the

number of available processes/
17. Start second scheduling in round robin with auto dynamic 2nd quantum
18. Calculate wait, turn (cumulatively) for available processes
19. New burst = burst (pi) - Q /Calculate new burst/
20. If new burst = 0 then the process will be done
21. Else process will move to the third level
22. Update number of available processes
• For the third queue (low priority processes), we have the following:

23. Update the third dynamic quantum /new quantum = burst time of current process/
24. Start final scheduling in FCFS
25. Calculate Final wait, Final turn (cumulatively) for all processes
26. Display the graphical representation /Gantt Chart/
27. END processing

4. Simulations and Result Analysis of MLFQ

In this section we present the results of four simulation cases, two for static quantum (traditional) and two for
dynamic quantum (new design), for five processes (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5). By comparing the results of two main
cases (static, dynamic), we get the following: the response time of each process increases slightly and the wait
time decreases extremely when applying the new design; in turn, this will minimize the total turnaround time of
starved processes and provide a fair interactivity of the system. Now, we will run the graphical simulating program
by providing an input data as follows:
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4.1. Simulation one: Same arrivals and constant quantum

In first case, MLFQ scheduler has three queues having static time quantum, suppose 8, 16. This time quantum is
taken to show the increasing order of time and how MLFQ will behave according to it. Note: arrival times for all
processes are equal (see Fig. 2).

Process Burst time Arrival time Response time Wait time Turn-around time
P1 15 0 0 32 47
P2 29 0 8 87 116
P3 33 0 16 92 125
P4 45 0 24 101 146
P5 52 0 32 122 174

Figure 2. Graphical representation of MLFQ with static quantum and same arrival time

4.2. Simulation two: Different arrivals and constant quantum

In second case, MLFQ scheduler has three queues having static time quantum, suppose 8, 16. This time quantum
is taken to show the increasing order of time and how MLFQ will behave according to it. Note: Arrival times for
all processes are different (see Fig. 3).
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Process Burst time Arrival time Response time Wait time Turn-around time
P1 15 1 0 32 47
P2 29 2 6 86 115
P3 33 3 13 90 123
P4 45 4 20 98 143
P5 52 5 27 118 170

Figure 3. Graphical representation of MLFQ with static quantum and different arrival time

From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 one can see that traditional MLFQ will provide good response time but bad turnaround
time, the number of starved processes is increased to about 80% of them.

4.3. Simulation three: Same arrivals and dynamic quantum

In third case, MLFQ scheduler has three queues having dynamic time quantum. This time quantum is taken to
show the increasing or decreasing order of time and how MLFQ will behave according to it. Note: Arrival times
for all processes are equal (see Fig. 4).
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Process Burst time Arrival time Response time Wait time Turn-around time
P1 15 0 0 0 15
P2 29 0 15 15 44
P3 33 0 44 44 77
P4 45 0 77 111 156
P5 52 0 111 122 174

Figure 4. Graphical representation of new MLFQ with dynamic quantum and different arrival time

4.4. Simulation four: Different arrivals and dynamic quantum

In fourth case, MLFQ scheduler has three queues having dynamic time quantum. This time quantum is taken to
show the increasing or decreasing order of time and how MLFQ will behave according to it. Note: Arrival times
for all processes are different (see Fig. 5).

Process Burst time Arrival time Response time Wait time Turn-around time
P1 15 1 0 0 15
P2 29 2 14 59 88
P3 33 3 28 72 105
P4 45 4 42 113 158
P5 52 5 56 118 170
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Figure 5. Graphical representation of new MLFQ with dynamic quantum and different arrival time

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 it is clearly shown that the new design of MLFQ will provide fair response time but very
good turnaround time, the number of starved processes is decreased to about 40% of them.
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5. Conclusion

The paper describes a new design of Multilevel Feedback Queue Scheduling (MLFQ) that provides a comfortable
solution for starvation problem in traditional MLFQ by adding ADQ (Auto Detect Quantum) or dynamic quantum
instead of static quantum for each new level queue. This means that processes with lower priority will be completed
quickly, without migrating to the lower level queue. As we observed in the previous four case studies, new MLFQ
is able to increase the system usage by providing a suitable dynamic quantum able to cover burst time for most
processes at the same level. This means that the new MLFQ does not allow delaying the execution of any long
length process in the queue in order to get high throughput, have good response time, and increase the machine
utilization.

Since starvation in the lower level queue is an important issue in MLFQ, the main goal of the new design is to
prevent higher priority processes to keep resources occupied, thus generating starved low priority waiting process.
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